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Abstract— This paper introduces a new integration technology
for cost-effective high-precision mechanical and electrical integra-
tion of mesoscopic functional foil components onto foil substrates.
The foil-to-foil assembly process is based on topological surface
structuring via laser patterning that enables accurate capillarity-
driven self-alignment of foil dies. The concurrent establishment
of high-yield electrical interconnections is obtained through con-
ductive adhesives. The foil surface energy controls the acceptance
window of initial offsets for optimal self-alignment performance.
The proposed topological patterning and system design enable
alignment accuracies for centimeter-sized foil dies as high as
15 µm, barely influenced by the evaporation of the assembly
liquid and curing of the conductive paste. Full foil-to-foil system
integration is demonstrated through the electrically functional
assembly of an array of Au-sputtered capacitive humidity sensors
onto a patterned base foil circuitry. [2014-0008]

Index Terms— Capillarity, fluidics, foil-to-foil integration,
self-alignment, self-assembly.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE DEMAND for smart and multi-functional flexi-
ble devices such as sensors-in-foil [1], [2] has sig-

nificantly increased in recent years [3]. The rise of low-
cost, low-complexity and highly-reliable integrated systems [4]
capable of sensing and interacting with their environment [5]
requires new technological developments. To address this
need, cost- and time-effective integration of components
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of complementary functionality–e.g. logic, memory, power,
transceiver and sensor units– into standalone devices on
non-standard substrates such as plastic foils [6], [7] is imper-
ative. Fabrication processes of many such components are
often mutually incompatible and do not allow for monolithic
integration [8]. Therefore, heterogeneous or hybrid integration
onto carrier substrates is regarded as a promising alternative.
Hybrid integration additionally allows an increase in the
overall fabrication yield and shortened design optimization
cycles, since it allows for separately testing the functionality
of the components before their integration [9].

For the past few decades, high-precision robotic pick-and-
place has been established as the technique of choice for
system integration in electronic manufacturing [10] thanks to
its unmatched programmable dexterity in handling components
of arbitrary shape [11]. However, pick-and-place is inherently
serial and currently faces an accuracy versus throughput trade-
off in the assembly of (sub-)millimetric components [12]. This
has motivated the development of a vast class of alternative
or complementary techniques for heterogeneous system inte-
gration based on self-assembly [13]. Self-assembly has been
implemented in many applications [14], [15] using differing
principles and physical interactions, such as shape recogni-
tion [8], [16], as well as electrostatic [17], magnetic [18], and
capillary forces [19], [20]. Within this context, capillary self-
alignment in particular is being thoroughly investigated as it
can achieve registration accuracy for millimetric [13], [21] and
micrometric [22] components limited only by lithographical
or dicing tolerances. It can moreover leverage and
complement flip-chip assembly to overcome its performance
limitations [23].

A typical procedure for the integration of functional compo-
nents onto target carrier substrates includes two major steps:
1) accurate registration of the components onto pre-processed
binding sites, and 2) establishment of electrical interconnec-
tions between the components and the electrodes embedded in
the sites. As compared to robotic flip-chip assembly, in capil-
lary self-alignment both steps are mediated by the deposition
and confinement on the binding sites of a specified amount of
interposing liquid [24]. Liquid confinement can be enforced
through either topographical [25] and/or chemical [24] surface
structuring. Earlier works by Smith [26], Morris [27], and
Chung [20] and Taprogge [28] showed how the parallel for-
mation of working electrical and mechanical interconnections
can be included in fluidic self-assembly processes. Xiong used
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electroplating to form vertical electrical links from substrate
to microcomponents after their capillary self-assembly [29];
whereas Mastrangeli [24], [30] demonstrated how the
hydrostatic pressure exerted by residual liquid menisci on cap-
illary self-aligned components can be successfully exploited to
establish solder-based interconnections upon thermal reflow,
as an alternative to thermo-compression bonding [21]. The
use of capillary self-alignment for low-cost and time-efficient
assembly of centimetric functional foil dies onto silicon and
flexible plastic substrates was demonstrated in our previous
work [13]. Further improvement in assembly throughput could
derive from the optimization of the technique for large-scale
roll-to-roll manufacturing [6], [7].

To address this technological challenge, in this paper we
introduce a novel technology that enables the high-precision
mechanical and electrical integration of mesoscopic functional
foil components onto foil substrates. The foil-to-foil assembly
process is based on topological surface structuring via laser
patterning. It achieves facedown capillary self-alignment of
centimetric foil dies over matching target positions as accurate
as 15 µm and concurrent realization of high-yield electrical
interconnections with base foil carriers through conductive
adhesives. This enables, for instance, the integration of
mesoscopic foil interposers embedding dense arrays of
miniaturized components, such as bare Si chips and bare die
LED’s [31].

Unlike silicon chips, foil-based components can be
patterned and diced by programmable, fully dry and non-
lithographic laser ablation without additional surface chemical
functionalization [13]. In this work, laser sources are used to
pattern as well as to compartmentalize both donor and acceptor
foils in a single process step. Römer et al. earlier developed a
laser micromachining process to create sharp-edged receptor
sites for capillary self-alignment [32]. Their study mostly
focused on the physico-chemical mechanism shaping trenches
for binding sites upon picosecond laser ablation rather than on
its influence on capillary self-alignment performance. Besides,
submillimetric SU-8 dies were used thereby as assembly
vehicles, which require high-precision robotic equipment for
die pre-alignment with respect to the corresponding binding
sites [13]. Here we investigate the performance of capillary
self-alignment onto laser-patterned substrates of mesoscopic
foil dies, which, given the dimensions of the vehicles, is more
tolerant against initial die misalignment and, by the same
token, does not necessarily require any high-precision pre-
alignment system. We demonstrate that foil patterning with
nano- and picosecond laser sources with similar wavelength
and spot size yield no relevant difference. Thus, both can be
equally well employed for structuring and dicing foil dies and
carrier substrates.

For each foil die, our capillary self-alignment process
proceeds as follows [Fig. 1]:

a) An outer trench is laser-scribed onto the carrier to create
a binding site matching the shape and size of the foil
die, and an inner circular trench is laser-scribed in the
center of the binding site.

b) A liquid droplet is dispensed within the inner trench,
where it remains confined with a predictable profile.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the process steps for laser-structure supported foil-to-foil
capillary self-alignment: (a) laser patterning of the binding site on the carrier
substrate, including the inner confinement ring, (b) liquid dispensing within
the confinement ring, (c) coarse pre-alignment of foil die, (d) formation of
the liquid meniscus, and (e) constrained self-alignment of the foil die on the
corresponding binding site.

c) A foil die is coarsely aligned with the binding site and
brought in contact with the liquid droplet by means of
a micro positioner.

d) As a consequence, the liquid wets the foil die forming
a meniscus.

e) Upon release of the foil die, liquid meniscus relaxation,
constrained by edge confinement and geometrical shape
matching, self-aligns the foil die to the corresponding
binding site.

Upon die self-alignment, electrical interconnections to the
carrier electrodes mediated by conductive adhesives are estab-
lished to complete the foil-to-foil integration process.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Foil dies and carrier substrates were fabricated from
transparent 125-µm-thick Polyethylene Naphthalate (PEN)
sheets (Teonex® Q65FA, DuPont). Nano- (Coherent AVIO,
355 nm, 25 ns) and picosecond (Coherent Talisker, 355 nm,
15 ps) Nd:YAG laser sources were used for patterning
and dicing foil dies and carrier substrates. The dies were
handled through a homebuilt micropositioning stage equipped
with integrated vacuum tweezers (SMD-VAC-HP, Vacuum
Industries, Inc.). A stylus profiler (DektakXT, Brukker) was
used for profilometric analysis of laser-scribed trenches.
A positioning base stage (XYZ 500 TIS, Quater Research
and Development) providing 10 µm-resolved displacements
along three axes was used to pre-align the dies. Oxygen
plasma treatment at 400 W for 1 min was used to enhance
wettability of PEN foils. Contact angles were measure by the
static sessile drop method (EasyDrop, KRÜSS). High-speed
camera stage (Redlake HS-3) and image recognition software
were used to track and analyze the process dynamics.
A 250 µm-thick PEN film with gold-sputtered interdigitated
capacitive humidity sensors featuring 1 mm-pitch electrodes
(0.7 mm-wide interconnect lines with a 0.3 mm-wide gap)
and a 125 µm-thick PEN base circuitry foil of an RFID
tag consisting of screen printed silver tracks (5025, DuPont)
with a row of matching electrodes were used for foil-to-
foil integration experiments. The sensor foils and carrier
substrates were patterned and diced with the nanosecond laser.
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Fig. 2. (a) Height of humps recast around laser-scribed lines on PEN
foil as function of pico- (ps) and nanosecond (ns) integral laser fluence
(Nd:YAG lasers, 355 nm, spot size: 45 µm), and (b) profilometric analysis of
corresponding laser-scribed lines.

An epoxy-based Ag-filled isotropic conductive adhesive (ICA)
(CE-3103 WLV, Henkel) was stencil-printed on silver tracks
to interconnect matching electrical contacts of the foils. Func-
tional foil dies were handled with manual vacuum tweezers
(Thorlabs) for integration experiments. ICA was cured at
120 °C for 15 min in a conventional oven. The capacitance
values of Au-sputtered sensor array foils were measured
through an LCR impedance analyzer (Agilent, E4980A).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Foil-to-Foil Self-Alignment

1) Laser Patterning: It is generally accepted that laser abla-
tion of plastic surfaces can proceed by both photothermal and
photochemical mechanisms. Dominance of either mechanism
depends on laser fluence and wavelength [33]. It was shown
that using 355-nm nanosecond Nd:YAG laser, the ablation of
PEN by sub- and near-threshold fluences generates humps by
recasting of ablated material around the scribed region [34].
Similar humps were obtained for polyimide foils using a
343-nm picosecond laser [32]. To determine the relevance of
the laser pulse length on the formation of microhumps on PEN
foil, a comparative study of the ablation of PEN foils using
pico- and nanosecond laser sources with equal wavelength
(355 nm) and spot size (45 µm) was performed. We scribed
a set of lines on 125-µm-thick Polyethylene Naphthalate
(PEN) sheets using a range of fluences. Profilometric analysis
evidenced the microhumps around laser-scribed lines and,
for both types of lasers, a similar correlation between the
height of the humps and corresponding laser fluence was
obtained [Fig. 2]. The height of the microhumps is roughly
linear with laser fluence for low fluence values, and eventually
saturates upon further increase of laser fluence. Notably,
hump-decorated sites resemble recessed sites in the way they
are surrounded by perimetric sidewalls [24]. The microhumps
1) cause strong pinning of the triple contact line along the
entire edge of the sites, and 2) provide an additional barrier
against liquid overflow [24]. A significant enhancement of

Fig. 3. Side and top view images of a 12.5 µl water droplet on a set of
circular receptor sites of varying diameter (indicated above the images) with
laserscribed outline. (a) Optical pictures, (b) Surface Evolver [36] simulations.
Dewetting and overspreading are apparent on relatively large and small
circular sites, respectively.

liquid confinement within these sites as compared to sites with
flat, straight edges could thus be consistently expected (refer
to Fig. 6 below).

Controlled and repeatable performance of capillary
self-alignment requires the dispensing of well-defined amounts
of assembly liquid on the binding sites. We used site-related
water volumes to result in a uniform, 125 µm-thick layer
after spreading over the whole site surface upon full die
alignment, consistent with our prior optimization [13]. Given
the non-null contact angle (65° ± 3° of water on native PEN,
coverage of unpatterned sites by droplets of optimal volume
is only partial and non-reproducible [23]. Conversely, droplets
deposited within the inner circular trenches at the center of
the sites are reproducibly localized and assume a predictable
profile. The diameter of the laser-scribed ring was optimized
to achieve conformal confinement of the optimal droplets,
i.e., full coverage of the inner circular area. Fig. 3 shows
that, for a 12.5 µl water droplet, the optimal diameter of
the confinement ring is 4.5 mm. Such tight edge confinement
additionally yields an immediate water overflow beyond the
circular trench [35] and a more reproducible initial spreading
of the water meniscus across the binding site upon landing of
the foil die.

To investigate the efficacy of the proposed laser-based
topological patterning, sets of nominally identical 10×10 mm2

foil dies were self-aligned onto matching binding sites with
optimal inner rings. The sites were patterned on dummy carrier
substrates by both lasers with fluences above their saturation
values [Fig. 4]. The dies were released from an initial offset
of 1 mm (i.e. 10% of their side length), and the final die-
to-site registration was quantified by analyzing the matching
of marker structures engraved on the foil die and the carrier
substrate.

Shortly after water dispensing [Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(e)],
the foil dies were coarsely superposed onto the binding sites
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Fig. 4. Optical images of capillary self-alignment of 10 × 10 mm2 foil dies
onto carrier foils patterned by nano- (a-c) and picosecond (d-f) lasers. High
precision alignment was registered for both cases despite the difference in
shape of the ablated groove [insets in (a) and (d), respectively].

through a micropositioner while held a few millimeters above
the droplets. Thanks to prior knowledge of the droplet height,
the foil dies could be lowered to precisely contact the top
of the droplets and form the capillary bridges. The procedure
ensures accurate control over pre-alignment and release of the
foil dies. A self-alignment yield of 95% and an alignment
accuracy of 15 ± 6 µm were obtained from 20 experiments
performed for each laser patterning type [Fig. 4(c) and 4(f)].
No performance dependence on the type of laser scribing was
noticed. This result can be explained by the similarity of the
inner sidewalls of the microhumps produced by both types of
lasers, despite the different shape of the grooves [see insets
of Fig. 4(a) and 4(d)]. Thus both nano- and picosecond lasers
can be equivalently employed for foil-to-foil capillary self-
alignment. In the following, the nanosecond laser, being more
accessible, was chosen as the primary laser source.

2) Initial Misalignment: A systematic study of the impact
of the initial die offset − known to influence the dynamics
and final registration accuracy of capillary self-alignment [13],
[37] − was conducted for our process. A 10×10 mm2 foil die
was released five times from each of the chosen initial offsets.
The results point to the presence of an optimal offset window,
i.e., a discernible range of initial offsets for which foil dies
self-align reproducibly and with high accuracy [Fig. 5(a)].

Moreover, the self-alignment process yields a binary result.
Depending on its initial offset, a released foil either immedi-
ately fails to align and in this case sticks at its release position
due to water overspreading − or it successfully self-aligns
with an accuracy of 10 to 15 µm [Fig. 6]. Indeed, and con-
trary to the all-chemical patterning of foil carriers [13], [37],
liquid overspreading beyond laser-structured trenches is non-
reversible, i.e., the liquid cannot retract back onto the binding
site. It is important to note that the use of the same laser
system for patterning and dicing both carrier substrates and
foil dies clears instrumental tolerances (estimated to be 30 µm)
and facilitates self-alignment with the demonstrated alignment
accuracy.

Fig. 5. Self-assembly yield of (a) native and (b) O2-plasma treated
10 × 10 mm2 PEN foil die as a function of initial release offsets (normalized
to die side length). In both cases foil dies were self-aligned onto a patterned
native PEN carrier foil. For each initial offset value, five experiments were
performed, and corresponding success rates are illustrated by pie charts.

Fig. 6. Side (a) and top (b) view images of 10 × 10 mm2 foil die self-aligned
onto patterned carrier foil. The laser-induced microhumps enhance liquid
confinement within the receptor site, as expected from recessed sites [24].

Fig. 7. Spreading dynamics of the water meniscus initially confined within
a circular trench (4.5 mm in diameter) over native and O2-plasma treated
PEN foil substrates upon release of a 10 × 10 mm2 bare PEN foil die.
Slightly asymmetric spreading of water was averaged (see circles on inset
frames).

3) Surface Energies: The energy of the surfaces constrain-
ing the liquid meniscus impacts the dynamics of capillary
self-alignment [37]. Foil-to-foil capillary self-alignment is
characterized by significantly longer assembly times with
respect to foil-to-silicon/silicon-to-foil assembly [38]. Given
the same assembly liquid (water), this can be explained by the
lower surface energy of and consequent slower liquid spread-
ing on native PEN foils relative to native silicon dioxide [39].
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Fig. 8. Optical images of (a) 12.5 µl of water spread over an O2-plasma
treated carrier foil and (b) corresponding failed alignment of a matching native
foil die due to water overspreading; (c) 12.5 µl of water pre-confined within
the inner circular trench on a native carrier foil and (d) corresponding correct
alignment of a matching O2-plasma treated foil die; (e) 187.5 µl of water
spread over a native carrier foil and (f) corresponding failed alignment of a
matching native foil die due to water overspreading. Self-alignment of native
foil die onto native carrier foil is shown on Fig 4(a-c). In all cases the carrier
foils consisted of a 10 × 10 mm2 binding site with a laser-scribed, 4.5 mm
in diameter inner circular trench.

Three sets of self-alignment experiments were performed
with 10 × 10 mm2 foil dies to assess the spreading dynamics
of the water menisci across the sites [Fig. 7]. First, as standard
case, untreated foil dies were self-aligned onto untreated
carrier substrates [Fig. 4(a-c)]. Two more sets of experi-
ments involved untreated foil dies onto O2-plasma treated,
hydrophilic base foils (water CA: 8° ± 2°) and, in reverse
modality, equally treated foil dies onto hydrophobic carrier
substrates. The results demonstrated a significant increase
(over 30 times) of the water spreading velocity for the case
of either hydrophilic dies or hydrophilic substrates relative to
the standard case.

Whereas water spreading was accelerated, capillary
self-alignment experiments on hydrophilic carrier foils system-
atically failed for all initial offsets ranging from 0.15 to 6 mm.
This is attributed to the inability of hydrophilic laser-scribed
trenches to hold the water inside the sites [Fig. 8(a) and 8(b)].
Conversely, no overspreading was observed for hydrophilic
foil dies, which self-aligned onto native carrier foils with
17 ± 4 µm accuracy and 100% yield out of 25 experi-
ments [Fig. 8(c) and 8(d)]. In addition, for this modality
a noticeably larger optimal window of initial offsets was
observed [Fig. 5(b)]. Particularly, foil dies released from initial
offsets equal to 60% of their lateral dimension could still be
self-aligned with the best accuracy.

Additionally, self-alignment was attempted with native PEN
surfaces for both foil die and carrier in the presence of an
amount of water (187.5 µl) covering 97% of the 10×10 mm2

binding site from the outset [Fig. 8(e)]. Only dewetting
from corners prevented full site coating [24], [40], [41].
In this setting, overspreading of the excessive amount of water
over the microhumps and consequent alignment failure were

Fig. 9. Process steps for foil-to-foil electro-mechanical integration.
(a) Patterning and dicing of the functional foil die: 1) laser-scribing to
isolate functional and non-functional areas; 2) dicing of the functional foil.
(b) Patterning of the carrier foil: 1) laser-scribing of a binding site of the
same shape and size as the functional foil die; and patterning of the circular
trenches in the corners of the binding site; 2) laser-ablation of the access
window; 3) stencil-printing of thin layer of ICA paste on the electrodes.
(c) Dispensing of water onto the circular receptor sites on the base foil, and
facedown capillary self-alignment of the foil die followed by curing of the
ICA paste.

consistently registered [Fig. 8(f)]. Such failure could be over-
come by increasing the hydrophobicity of the receptor sites,
as suggested in [42].

B. Foil-to-Foil Integration

To complete the integration, electrical interconnections need
to be established. In this respect, liquids typically used as an
assembly medium for capillary self-alignment (for instance,
water) are isotropically conductive and therefore incompatible
with conductive materials required for electrical interconnec-
tions, such as isotropic conductive adhesives (ICA). Recently
Landesberger [43] suggested the use of an anisotropic con-
ductive adhesive (ACA) as both an assembly medium for
capillary self-alignment and as a conductive material to elec-
trically connect thin silicon chips onto polyamide foil sub-
strates. However, no functionality of the integrated system was
shown.

As an alternative approach, we employ a technique
whereby foil-to-foil self-alignment and interconnection are
performed sequentially and without interference by means
of laser-enabled separation of (electrically) functional
and non-functional areas. The process is defined as
follows [Fig. 9]:

a) A foil die containing specific functionality, such as a
printed sensor, is laser-patterned and diced:

1. A trench is laser-scribed around the functional area
to isolate it from the rest of the surface of the
carrier foil;

2. The functional foil die with separated (functional
and nonfunctional) areas is laser-diced.

b) A base carrier foil with printed electrodes is patterned:
1. A trench is laser-scribed to create a binding

site matching the shape and size of the trench
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separating the areas on the foil die, and four
circular water-confining trenches are laser-scribed
near the corners of the binding site. The latter
allows the deposition of identical droplets over the
surface, ensuring better control over pre-alignment
and release of the foil dies;

2. Optionally, a window is laser-ablated to provide
access to the functional area of the foil die after
its facedown integration onto the base foil;

3. A layer of isotropic conductive adhesive (ICA)
paste (25 µm) thinner than the height of the
water menisci (125 µm) is stencil-printed on the
electrodes of the base foil to provide an electrical
connection with the matching metal tracks on the
functional foil die.

c) Water is dispensed onto the circular receptor sites on
the base foil, and facedown self-alignment of the func-
tional die is performed. Upon evaporation of the water,
the metal tracks on the foil die touch the ICA paste
film. The ICA is then cured to establish foil-to-foil
interconnection.

Demonstration of the integration process was performed
through a 35 × 30 mm2 foil die embedding a 15 × 15 mm2

Au-sputtered interdigitated electrode (IDE) array that can be
used as capacitive humidity sensor [7]. It features standardized
flex flat cable interconnections with 1 mm-pitch electrodes.
The die was integrated onto 125 µm-thick RFID tag base foils
featuring matching screen-printed silver tracks [Fig. 10(a)].
Given the 0.7 mm-wide electrode lines with 0.3 mm-wide
gap, component registration accuracies on the order of 50 µm
or less are necessary. The functional foil die was coarsely
pre-aligned to the corresponding binding site [Fig. 10(b)]
and then released onto the four droplets (see supplementary
material for related self-alignment video). As reported in
Sect. III.A.2, treated foil dies show a wider optimal offset win-
dow compared to native foil dies [Fig. 5]. Still, the acceptance
window’s width available for untreated foil dies [Fig. 5(a)] was
sufficient for our application, so that manual self-alignment
and subsequent integration of the functional foil die could
be directed only by topological laser patterning, thus avoid-
ing additional surface treatment. Alignment accuracy better
than 15 µm was obtained [Fig. 10(c) and 10(d)] with the
interconnect lines precisely superposed [Fig. 10(e)]. The
same assembly precision was observed after bonding of the
foil die by curing the ICA paste [Fig. 10(f) and 10(g)].
Thus the final integration step, including the evaporation
of the assembly liquid and curing of the conductive paste,
did not impede the high registration accuracy achieved via
prior capillary self-alignment. The capacitance values of an
array of interdigitated electrode sensors were measured before
and after the integration with an LCR impedance analyzer.
The sensors have differing geometries resulting in different
capacitances. For all six sensors the measured capacitance
values after bonding were in a good agreement with the
initial values [Fig. 10(h)]. A small, systematic change in
capacitance was observed due to the parasitic wiring onto
the base foil. An identical IDE array—previously integrated
via standard pick-and-place assembly [7], and showing equal

Fig. 10. Optical images of (a) 180 µl of water confined within four
6 mm in diameter circular acceptor sites laser-scribed on a base foil.
(b) A coarsely pre-aligned 35×30 mm2 functional foil die with Au-sputtered
15×15 mm2 interdigitated capacitive humidity sensor array. (c) The sensor foil
after selfalignment onto a patterned base foil with printed circuitry. (d) Close-
up top view of the 0.7 mm wide interconnect lines with a 0.3 mm wide gap,
and (e) side view of liquid meniscus sandwiched between self-aligned foil
die and corresponding binding site on a carrier foil. (f) The sensor foil after
the integration onto a carrier substrate. (g) Close-up top view featuring well
aligned metal tracks connected to the matching silver electrodes on the base
foil. (h) Comparison between the measured capacitance values before and
after integration for the whole array of capacitive sensors.

capacitive values as in the present case both before and
after bonding—was successfully used for capacitive humidity
sensing [7].

IV. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a new technology for high-precision
mechanical and electrical integration of mesoscopic functional
foil systems. The foil-to-foil assembly exploits laser-based
topological surface structuring to achieve both accurate foil
die capillary self-alignment and electrical interconnection of
the foil die to base foil carriers through conductive adhesives.
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We have identified an acceptance window of initial die offsets
allowing centimeter-sized dies to align with accuracy limited
only by patterning tolerances. We have also shown how
such window as well as liquid spreading and concurrent die
self-alignment dynamics can respectively be widened and
accelerated by tailoring the surface energies of the bounding
surfaces. Water evaporation and curing of the conductive
paste during bonding barely influence the high registration
accuracy achieved by prior capillary self-alignment. Electro-
mechanical full system assembly was demonstrated through
the integration of functional foils connecting an array of
Au-sputtered capacitive humidity sensors onto patterned
circuitry foils. The technology enables the efficient,
low-cost and large-scale integration of functional systems-in-
foil applications.
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